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Yours: Life Mastered Book 3 in the Yours Series Yours Book 3This is my family! My future the air I

need to breathe. Someone really thought it wise to threaten that. Just when things are coming

together the way I need them someone has chosen to come after my world. Big mistake! Before this

is all over everyone will know â€¦.I AM Nicholas Lincoln.I just wanted to help my man not put my life

in danger. I understand now what I have done. However, I am not the same Sophi anymore. I have

too much to lose now and innocence has nothing to do with it. I will do what I must to protect

whatâ€™s mine. I have never been stupid and this is what will save us in the end. My name is

Sephora Lincoln and Iâ€™ve just become Lethal.*This is Book 3 in the Yours Series. This book is

the conclusion to the Yours Series. There are 3 full length novels in this series. Blue Saffireâ€™s

books are written to weave, loop and intertwine with one another. You will find that the series build

together for a greater experience. **This book has strong language and sexual content. Be advised

there will be some BDSM play in this book, but it is not the focus of the story, nor does it

overshadow the story. This Book is for Mature Readers 18+ ***To keep up with release dates sign

up to the mailing list at www.bluesaffire.com
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This book was so hot! That Damn Nick I love him a true alpha male! And Sophera how she became

in her own was awesome. This book had so much going on it was like watching a tv drama and

suspense all in one. To find out who it was and people coming back from the dead! My mouth was

open like wow!! I know there's more to this and I can't wait! Blue I love how you intertwine your

stories together everything makes sense and I appreciate you!! I have all your books and everything

comes together like a nice little package!! You Rock!!

I enjoyed reading the conclusion to the series. It was nice to see Sephora mature. Nick and Sephora

were a great couple and you could feel the chemistry.I think that having another set of eyes or a

different editor would have made this series even better. There were some grammatical issues and

word choices that were distracting.The ending just seemed to be a bit rushed. It would have been

nice to have a bit more interaction between Rick, Nick, and Gavin. Numerous times, Gavin was

called Garvin. We never got any chapters with Lucian or the rest of Sephora's family. No

explanation was given regarding the extent of Gavin's situation.Mark and Bailey didn't make the end

of the book either.While there were a lot of characters to keep track of, there were a few loose ends.

Maybe these issues will be dealt with in some other book, that links to this.I look forward to reading

a story about Brooklyn O'Brien.

This was a great combination of the other to yours see if they received this book. I love how you feel

of the characters i love seeing Sephora come to her own. The story was very well-written the

characters greatly flushed the texture wonderful I didn't see it coming. This was a very good

conclusion of this series. It was worth every time every minute and hour spent reading this story he

was great . I recommended to everybody blue Saffire you're the bomb.

This was a beautiful love story. Sephora and Nick were off the charts. This book was hot, sexy and

fun. You have to read all 3 books to understand what this writer was saying. Lord I love all the Black

brothers they are some fine men. Luke & Kimmie were a fun couple to watch. I'm happy that Mark

found Bailey to love. What happened to Bailey & Ebony? I was thrilled that Nick found and forgave

his brothers. Blue this was a fantastic series! I loved all three books.



This story is about how two people battle a life they never even knew how they would play a part

into until it's to late.Nick finds out he has not one brother but two brothers and he is part of a set of

triplets!!!! When he finds out the truth of what happened to them and their child hood he makes it a

mission to protect his family.Blue has done it once again this story is a most definitely read!!!

This series was so oooooooooooh good! I love the way she wrote surprising twist and turns in the

plot. I can see a 4th book coming up because there were some unresolved issues, even though

there was not a cliffhanger in the story line. Sophia really grow into a strong woman and both she

and Nick protected who they love and what's theirs.

Oh yeah I'm so grateful for the talent God has given you and that you share your greatness

because girl your stories are everything!! The love and sex yasssss!!!! I have no words just thank

you for the joy I get with each new book fan for life

It was easy to fall in love with the characters. I felt like the author did a great job of maturing

Sephora. I know other readers have commented about her character as being immature. But I

wonder if those readers have read the series all the way through?The story line was good enough

to keep me going through to the end. I felt like the pacing was good until the end. Then it just felt

rushed. The author didn't tie up several loose ends. What happened to Mark? Did he live? What

happened to his girlfriend? What was up with her creepy roommate? Also, I know this is just fiction,

but how do several shootings take place but no one has to take responsibility? And I would have

expected Nick to have a much stronger reaction when he found out he had 2 brothers. Same thing

with Sephora when she found out her dad was still alive.This is more nit picky. But it was extremely

distracting how many grammatical errors and outright misspellings there were in the books. I love to

write and I know how many things I miss as an author. I do not catch all the various dippy mistakes.

But I rely on my editors to catch these issues, along with the plot holes like those I mentioned

above. This author had a wonderful mind. I really did enjoy the story and the characters. If the books

were just cleaned up a bit I'd love to change my rating to 5 stars.
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